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 I、文意字彙：請將適當的字前面的編號填入空格中。（20%）（每題 2%） 

1. As a child he dreamed of going to outer space to explore the great _____. 
2. Repairing your computer presents a more _____ situation than I thought. 
3. Tim was trying to lose weight so he _____ milk for cream in his coffee. 
4. The employer reviewed my application and _____ my ability to do the job. 
5. The book company _____ many books last year. 
6. By the end of the _____ novel I will find out who stole the money. 
7. Jean has a great _____ about the world. She wants to know everything about it. 
8. This coffee pot has a major design _____. It keeps leaking water on the counter. 
9. Dad _____ the amount of time it will take to drive to Tainan. 
10.  Kevin’s _____ includes a house, a barn, and a garage. 
 
(1) curiosity   (2) property    (3) calculated   (4) flaw    
(5) detective  (6) published    (7) frontier   (8) assessed 
(9) substituted    (10) problematic 
 

II. Grammar：（20%）（每題 2%） 

1.The real key to _______ creative lies in what you do with your knowledge. 
 a) be      b) being   c) been     d) have been 
2. My wife wants a Mexican carpet, but she can’t afford to buy ________. 
 a) it      b) one    c) them      d) the one 
3. The proportion of the workforce that _____ computer skills will decrease as people not having those 

skills get retrained or retired. 
a) lack  b) lacks   c) lacked   d) has lacked 

4. You should avoid _____ late for the sake of your health. 
 a) sleep  b) sleeping  c) to sleep  d) to sleeping  
5. This lack of effective listening often results in _______ opportunities. 
 a) miss    b) missing   c) missed    d) being missed 
6. His English is so poor that he cannot make himself __________. 
 a) understand   b) understanding        c) understood    d) to understand 
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 7. The man for _________ he has worked is his uncle. 
 a) whom     b) who              c) which     d) that  
8. Her youngest daughter was seldom made __________ the table. 
 a) clear     b) clearing         c) to clear     d) cleared 
9. She said that her husband _________ fishing the previous night. 
 a) went     b) has gone        c) would go    d) had gone 
10. Neither the students nor the teacher __________ a solution to the problem that they are discussing. 
 a) has  b) have  c) had  d) having 
 

III 句子重組：（20%）（每題 2%） 

1. (1) people/ (2) how/ (3) learn/ (4) in the modern society/ (5) had better/ (6) to deal with stress 
A. (2)(5)(3)(1)(6)(4).     B. (4)(1)(5)(3)(2)(6). 
C. (4)(1)(5)(6)(2)(3).     D. (4)(1)(5)(6)(3)(2). 

2. (1) an exercise/ (2) for mind/ (3) as well as body (4) yoga is 
A. (2)(3)(1)(4).        B. (1)(4)(3)(2). 
C. (4)(1)(3)(2).      D. (4)(1)(2)(3). 

 
3. (1) managing time well/ (2) is/ (3) for college students/ (4) but/ (5) probably/  

(6) the most important/ (7) difficult task  
A. (1)(5)(2)(6)(4)(7)(3).    B. (1)(2)(5)(6)(4)(7)(3). 
C. (6)(1)(5)(2)(7)(4)(3).    D. (7)(2)(1)(4)(3)(5)(6). 

4. (1) young people/ (2) price and food/ (3) attract/ (4) fast food restaurants/ (5) mainly/  
(6) because of 
A. (2)(5)(3)(1)(6)(4).     B. (4)(3)(5)(1)(6)(2). 
C. (4)(3)(1)(5)(6)(2).     D. (2)(3)(1)(5)(6)(4). 

5. (1) my friends/ (2) for 10 years/ (3) after/ (4) being acquaintance/ (5) are getting married/  
(6) next week 
A. (1)(5)(6)(3)(4)(2).     B. (1)(2)(5)(6)(3)(4). 
C. (4)(2)(1)(5)(3)(6).     D. (2)(1)(5)(6)(3)(4). 
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 6. (1) at traditional markets/ (2) at supermarkets than/ (3) Sometimes we/ (4) can/  
(5) get a lower price 
A. (2)(5)(3)(1)(4).     B. (2)(1)(3)(4)(5). 
C. (3)(2)(1)(4)(5).     D. (3)(4)(5)(2)(1). 

7. (1) shopping in a big city/ (2) that/ (3) its well-developed traffic/ (4) is due to/(5) is convenient/  
(6) one reason  
A. (6)(2)(1)(5)(4)(3).     B. (1)(2)(5)(6)(3)(4). 
C. (1)(4)(2)(6)(5)(3).     D. (2)(1)(5)(6)(4)(3). 

8. (1)you/ (2) contact me/ (3) don’t hesitate to/ (4) have any further questions/ (5) if/ (6) please 
A. (2)(5)(1)(3)(4)(6).     B. (6)(3)(2)(5)(1)(4). 
C. (4)(6)(2)(5)(1)(3).     D. (2)(1)(5)(6)(3)(4). 

9. (1)I would quit/ (2) if/ (3) my job/ (4) and/ (5) I/ (6) were a millionaire, /  
(7) go travelling around the world 
A. (7)(5)(6)(3)(1)(4)(2).    B. (1)(2)(5)(6)(4)(7)(3). 
C. (4)(1)(5)(6)(2)(3)(7).    D. (2)(5)(6)(1)(3)(4)(7). 

10. (1) it is/ (2) stay/ (3) in good health/ (4) necessary/ (5) to keep a balanced diet/ (6) in order to 
A. (2)(5)(3)(1)(6)(4).     B. (1)(2)(5)(6)(4)(3). 
C. (1)(4)(5)(6)(2)(3).     D. (1)(4)(6)(5)(3)(2). 

 

IV 克漏字（20%）（每題 4%） 

1. Ninety-one Taiwanese tourists currently in western China’s Xinjiang province were safe after riots 
_________ in the capital city of Urumqi Sunday night and reportedly left 140 people dead and 
828 others injured.  
(A) happened to    (B)were arrested    (C)struggled     (D)erupted 

2. Tens of thousands of people took ___ the sweltering streets of Hong Kong on Wednesday for an 
annual pro-democracy march, as the city marked the 12th anniversary of its return to China.  
(A) on            (B) in             (C)to         (D)at 
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 3. President Ma Ying-jeou has concluded a visit to Nicaragua after he was personally taken to the 
Managua airport by Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega who ___________ over a formal 
farewell ceremony and made an apology for missing scheduled meetings with Ma earlier.  
(A) chaired      (B)presided      (C)started        (D)said 

4. Serena Williams mocked Dinara Safina’s status as world number one on Saturday after wrapping 
up her third Wimbledon _______ and 11th Grand Slam crown.  
(A) title        (B)name         (C)season        (D)cup 

5. Obama will spend three days in Russia meeting with political figures to discuss democracy and 
other ______.  
(A) things      (B)businesses     (C)issues         (D)people 

 

V、Reading Comprehension. （20%）(每題 2%) 

Questions 1-5 are based on passage I.   

Passage I.  

Apple is cutting the price of some songs in its market-leading iTunes online store to as 
little as 69 cents and plans to make every track available without copy protection. 

In Apple's final appearance at the Macworld trade show, Apple's top marketing executive, 
Philip Schiller, said that iTunes song prices will come in three tiers: 69 cents, 99 cents and 
$1.29. Record companies will choose the prices, which marks a significant change, since 
Apple previously made all songs sell for 99 cents. 

Apple gave the record labels that flexibility on pricing as it got them to agree to sell all 
songs free of "digital rights management," or DRM, technology that limits people's ability to 
copy songs or move them to multiple computers. Apple had been offering a limited selection of 
songs without DRM, but by the end of this quarter, the company said, all 10 million songs in its 
library will be available that way. 

While iTunes is the most popular digital-music store, others have been faster to offer 
more songs without copy protection. Seattle-based Amazon.com started selling DRM-free 
music downloads in 2007 and swayed all the major labels to sign on in less than a year. 

http://amazon.com/
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 Schiller also announced that iPhone 3G users will be able to buy songs from the iTunes 
store using the cellular data network. Previously, iPhone users could shop for tunes when 
connected to a Wi-Fi hot spot. The iTunes changes marked the highlights of Schiller's run as a 
stand-in for CEO Steve Jobs, who used to make Macworld the site for some of Apple's biggest 
product unveilings, such as the iPhone.  

Lower iTunes prices were Apple's only nod to the recession as record labels have been 
asking for years to set varying song prices. Rather than an inexpensive new Mac to lure 
budget-conscious buyers, Schiller unveiled a new $2,800 Macbook Prolaptop with a 17-inch 
screen and the sleek aluminum casing the company debuted with the super-thin Macbook Air.  

Adapted from the Seattle Times  

http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/cgi-bin/PrintStory.pl?document_id=2008597404&zsection_id=2003907475&slug=macworld07&date=20090107 
 
1. What is the most significant change Apple made recently? 
A) DRM  B) Pricing policy  C) Record prices  D) Record labels  

2. What is the main function of DRM? 
A) It makes it easier for people to copy songs. 
B) It allows people to pay less for more songs. 
C) It prevents people from copying songs. 
D) It helps people organize their songs. 

3. What kind of difference did Amazon.com make? 
A) It had more songs stored for downloads than iTunes. 
B) Its songs are all free for downloads. 
C) Its songs do not have copy protection. 
D) It had a better technology in DRM downloads. 

4. What is not likely the reason for iTunes to make the changes? 
A) Customers are sensitive to prices. 
B) The world’s economy has not been good.  
C) Record labels requested for the changes. 
D) Amazon made a deal with Apple for prices. 

http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/cgi-bin/PrintStory.pl?document_id=2008597404&zsection_id=2003907475&slug=macworld07&date=20090107
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/cgi-bin/PrintStory.pl?document_id=2008597404&zsection_id=2003907475&slug=macworld07&date=20090107
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 5. Who has the right to decide the final sale price for individual songs?  
A) Record labels  B) Schiller  C)  Jobs  D) Amazon  
 
Questions 6-10 are based on passage II.  
Passage II.  

Today marks the publication of Seventy-nine Short Essays on Design, a collection of writings by 
Michael Bierut from Princeton Architectural Press. The 272-page hardcover book brings together 
twenty years of essays on subjects that range from New York’s faulty “Push for Walk Signal” buttons, 
to the disappearance of the AT&T logo, to the implications of Vladimir Nabokov’s Pale Fire for 
interaction designers. Many of the pieces first appeared on Design Observer, the popular blog that 
Michael edits with Jessica Helfand and Bill Drenttel, including favorites like “Designing Under the 
Influence,” “I Hate ITC Garamond,” and “The Road to Hell: Now Paved with Innovation!” 
Seventy-nine Essays also includes pieces that appeared elsewhere and pieces that have never been 
published in other collections, like “Waiting for Permission,” “How to Become Famous” and “Ten 
Footnotes on a Manifesto.” 

Michael’s writing is marked by its accessibility, its wit and its almost maniacal eclecticism. For 
instance, a survey of the entries under the letter “D” in the book’s index turns up, among others, 
Jacques Derrida, Stuart Davis, design by committee, Cameron Diaz, Walt Disney, Dr. Strangelove, 
Mort Drucker, Marguerite Duras and W.A. Dwiggins. If you seek a design book that navigates with 
assurance between French semioticians, typographers, movie stars and Mad magazine cartoonists, 
Seventy-nine Short Essays on Design is the one for you.  

While the book has no pictures, Abbott Miller’s design provides its own form of visual interest. 
Each essay is set in a different typeface, and readers can attempt to make real or imaginary connections 
between essay subject and font selection. We can guess why the essay on AT&T is set in C.H. 
Griffith’s Bell Gothic (it was designed in 1938 for the Bell Telephone Directory) or why the essay 
about Stanley Kubrick is set in Paul Renner’s Futura (it was reportedly the director’s favorite typeface); 
the rationale behind other selections may be a bit more obscure, or even completely nonexistent. 

http://www.amazon.com/Seventy-nine-Essays-Design-Michael-Bierut/dp/1568986998/ref=pd_bbs_1/102-7178094-5702528?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1180013781&sr=8-1
http://www.papress.com/
http://www.designobserver.com/index.html
http://www.guardian.co.uk/weekend/story/0,3605,1177707,00.html
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 Michael points out that the list cover price of $24.95 works out to less than 32 cents per essay. 
“Design books are luxuries, especially for students,” he says. “I hope that this one provides something 
for everyone, at a price that anyone can afford.” 

Retrieved from http://pentagram.com/en/new/79-short-essays/ 

6. What is the purpose of the above passage? 
A) To describe a book on designs.  
B) To discuss the history of designs.  
C) To introduce the trend of designs.  
D) To analyze Michael Bierut’s writing style. 

7. Who is the author of the seventy-nine essays?  
A) Abbott Miller  B) Machiel Bierut  C) Bill Drenttel  D) Jessica Helfand  

8. Who is not one of the designers whose work is introduced in the book?   
A) C.H. Griffith  B) Cameron Diaz  C) Vladimir Nabokov  D) Bill Drenttel 

9. What is Not true about the book? 
A) A long range of various subjects on design were included in the book.  
B) “How to Become Famous” has never been published before. 
C) The author used sophisticated methods to select the subjects.  
D) It used modern form of illustrations, instead of traditional pictures.  

10. What is the most significant characteristic of the book?  
A) It is especially written for students. 
B) It is luxurious but inexpensive. 
C) Each essay has its own font selection.  
D) Seventy-nine authors’ works are included. 
 

 

http://pentagram.com/en/new/79-short-essays/
http://pentagram.com/en/new/79-short-essays/

